
WATERLOO’S QUANTUM ECOSYSTEM
WHY WATERLOO?
Known as "Quantum Valley," Waterloo is a world-leader in the development of 
quantum technologies, including quantum computing, communication, security 
and sensing. Home to a number of globally-renowned and respected research and 
development centres and institutions, we are creating technology that will spark the 
next technological revolution. With 16 quantum companies and more than 250 
researchers working within 1KM working to advance the science and commercial 
impact of quantum technologies, Waterloo is a globally significant quantum leader.
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RESEARCH & COMMERCIALIZATION HUBS

Research institute at the University 
of Waterloo harnessing the quantum 
laws of nature to develop powerful 
new quantum technologies that will 
transform information technology. 
IQC has 30 research groups and  
30 faculty members offering 
consulting services.
Core research areas:  
Quantum computing, quantum 
communication, quantum sensing  
and quantum material.

Focuses on the commercialization 
of breakthrough technologies in 
Quantum Information Science. 
This quantum technology 
commercialization incubator 
has enabled and accelerated 
the commercialization of new 
quantum technologies in 
Waterloo’s Quantum Valley.

Perimeter Institute is the world’s 
largest independent theoretical 
physics research hub.
Core research areas:  
Condensed matter, mathematical 
physics, quantum fields and 
springs, quantum foundations, 
quantum gravity and quantum 
information.

A nanofabrication and 
characterization research 
facility. Researchers are 
developing devices for quantum 
information research. Built on 
a separate foundation from 
the rest of the building, it is 
designed to meet the most 
rigorous controls for vibrations, 
temperature fluctuations and 
electromagnetic radiation.

A collaborative research 
initiative led by the University 
of Waterloo and the 
technology development 
vector of the Institute for 
Quantum Computing. It aims 
to accelerate the development 
and deployment of impactful 
quantum devices.
Core research areas: 
Computation, sensing, 
communication.
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KEY FACTS
“Quantum technology is here. We’re seeing commercialization.”
 — Mike Lazaridis

Canada ranks in the
TOP 5 GLOBALLY
quantum research  
and tech

With more than 250 RESEARCHERS within  
1KM working to advance the science and commercial 
impact of quantum technologies, Waterloo is a prime 
location for the newly evolving ecosystem

54,000 SQ. FT.
of Quantum  
Research  
Lab Space

$1.5 BILLION
private and public 
sector funding over 
the past 20 years

THE WORLD RECORD 
held at IQC for number 
of universally controlled 
qubits



 QUANTUM TECHNOLOGY
 WATERLOO: QUANTUM VALLEY 

Waterloo is a world-leader in the development of quantum technologies.  
Our complete theory-to-commercialization quantum ecosystem is supported 
by globally renowned and respected R&D centres and institutions, and places 
us at the heart of the quantum revolution.

CANADA’S MOST DYNAMIC TECH ECOSYSTEM 
• Highest density in the world of quantum tech researchers in a 1mi radius
• Home to two of the world’s largest quantum and theoretical physics  

research centres
• #1 small tech talent market in North America

UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO:  
CANADA’S MOST INNOVATIVE UNIVERSITY  
• 41,000+ students
• #41 in the world in Mathematics 
• Top-50 in the world in Engineering and Technology programs 

What we have in Waterloo is probably the best concentration 
of expertise in terms of the people who are well-equipped to 
solve problems in the quantum computing field.
— Joseph Emerson, Founder & CEO, Quantum Benchmark 

Waterloo EDC offers free international 
expansion services for companies 
looking to locate, relocate or expand 
to Waterloo, Canada. Our client-first 
approach focuses on your company’s 
specific needs, whether it be securing 
talent, office space, government 
support or R&D opportunities. 
Our team is here to help your business 
grow and succeed in Waterloo. 

REACH OUT TO GET STARTED
info@waterlooedc.ca
waterlooedc.ca
519.747.2541
1.866.233.5133


